Two kinds of archaeal chaperonin with different temperature dependency from a hyperthermophile.
Thermococcus kodakaraensis KOD1 produces two kinds of chaperonin subunits, CpkA and CpkB. To monitor the expression levels of CpkA and CpkB, anti-CpkA and anti-CpkB antisera were obtained by using synthesized peptides as the haptens. These haptens were prepared based on the carboxyl terminus regions of CpkA and CpkB, which show clear differences in amino acid sequence. Immunoblotting analysis using obtained antisera revealed that the expression levels of CpkA and CpkB changed depending on the cultivation temperature. When cells were grown at 95 degrees C, intracellular amount of CpkA was low, while CpkB was expressed at extremely high level in KOD1. In the case of 70 degrees C cultivation, CpkA existed as the major chaperonin in the cell, whereas CpkB existed as the minor one. Temperature-shift experiments showed that the expression of CpkB was induced by the up-shift and reduced by the down-shift of temperature. In contrast, the expression of CpkA was reduced by the up-shift and induced by the down-shift of temperature. Furthermore, native PAGE and immunoprecipitation experiments revealed that the stoichiometrical ratio of CpkA and CpkB in chaperonin complex changed according to growth temperature.